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Art for Children.

In 1883 a society was founded in London mainly through

the efforts of Miss Christie, named the Art for Schools

Association. The executive committee describe their objects

to be

(I)-

(2)

(3

)

-

(4).

To negotiate with Art Publishers for the purchase of

Engravings, Photographs, Etchings, Chromo-litho-

graphs, &c., on advantageous terms, and to supply

them at reduced prices to Schools.

To reproduce Works of Art especially suitable for Schools,

and to publish the same at the lowest prices possible.

To lend, and occasionally give, groups of framed

Engravings, Photographs, Etchings, See., to pooi

Schools.
_ . ,

To assist in, or otherwise promote, Oral instruction, sue

as may explain the Works of Art in our National

Collections, and those supplied to Schools by the lie p
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and healthy place; from everything that they see and hear

loveliness like a breeze should pass into their souls and teach

them without their knowing it the truth of which beauty is a

manifestation.” In the study of art “ liking comes by looking.

Children cannot learn what a beautiful work of art really is

unless they have an opportunity of seeing good specimens

almost every day of their lives, A love for the study of beautiful

things is gained by a slow process
;

it cannot be dinned into the

mind like the multiplication table, it was never imparted by the
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artist. Let a child learn to discover the beautie r

picture, and he is helped thereby to recognise the h/ ?
a
f

good

conduct, and what is more—the ugliness ofthe opposite

° f

Some critics who approve these principles nevertheless are
sceptical as to the childrens power of appreciation Do the
little ones, as a matter of fact, care for Raphael's Sistine
Madonna? The appeal to experience is likely to yield varied
replies. Parents and others in charge of children differ widely
in their own powers of observation, and there are many people
who live constantly with children, and yet acquire only a slight

knowledge of the contents of a child’s mind. What has "'no

interest for themselves people think cannot interest their child,

and accordingly they overlook what they are not expecting to

find. A good illustration of a child’s power of understanding a

work of art may be read in the memoirs of Sir F. H. Doyle. A
little three-year-old child accompanied her parents to see the

statue of the Dying Gladiator. To their surprise she presently

put out her small hand and stroked the cold marble, saying,

« Poor, poor man,” with tone and gesture as expressive in their

way as the famous verses of Lord Byron. Sir Francis draws

the unavoidable inference that it is possible for a child of the

tenderest years to grasp the spirit and purpose of a great ai tist

as sympathetically as older persons.

The Association has so far provided pictures for Elementary

and Higher Schools, but it is desirable that the advantages

which it offers should be extended to nurseries and private

schoolrooms. Could not Miss Christie arrange with t e e i

of the Parents' Review and with branches of the Parents n«on

to distribute the Association’s pictures by means of some sys
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scene of the most
^^ aU the wonders of creation.

As \ve approach the sty bearing a heavy bucket of bran and

meal stirred up into a thick creamy mixture, we hear inside

pushing, struggling, squealing, grunting, shrieks of excite gree y

anticipation mixed with squeals of disappointment, as some

porker gets shoved away by an old sow from a place near the

trough which is to receive the cause of all this babel of sounds.

Now wc pour out the luscious nutriment. Wonderful result!

In a moment the din stops. Not a sound is heard but of a

furious supping, interrupted by an occasional subdued and

comfortable grunt of utter enjoyment and satisfaction. If we
now study the picture we shall see that the pigs are painted as

at the moment when they expect to be fed. See them crowding
up, pushing each other over, uplifting their ugly heads, stretching
theii throats, which in the absence of a neck delude you into

i popular eiror that pigs “ cut their throats when they swim,
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are here ! Observe the long fall of h a ;,. ..

neck in a single circlet of gold, the graceful curved
the

figure, her hands clasping her knees, and her 1 'h
backwards with strange but well-marked ex ^ U ted

countenance, and the exquisite poise and balance of^!”
0
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thC imposition of so much loveliness
much deformity is almost painful. An artist may well „ain
fair ladies on an errand of mercy in some foul den in a -reat
city, but in such a design as this, we seem at first to be reminded
of the inhuman satire of Swift.

To understand the picture we must go back to the beginnings*

of history, for the conception of it is no new fancy struck out

by some imaginative mind of the present day, but is based on a

story between two and three thousand years old at least, a story

so fascinating that men have gone on repeating it from

generation to generation. Let us read this story as we know

it first in the works of the oldest and greatest of European

poets, Homer.

In the tenth book of Homer’s Odyssey, Ulysses and his

comrades, on their way back from the Trojan war to Ithaca,

land on an unknown island. A party is sent to explore it, and

they reach a palace situated in a shady dale, inside of which

they hear the voice of a woman plying her loom and singing as

she weaves. The rest of the story is thus translated by l ope

What voice celestial, chanting to the loom

(Or nymph or goddess) echoes from the room ?

Say, shall we seek access ? With that they cal ;

And wide unfold the portals of the hall.

The goddess, rising, asks her guests to stay,

Who blindly follow where she leads the way.

On thrones around with downy coverings gra

With semblance fair, the unhappy me" * P

t

‘

Milk newly pressed, the sacre 0111 0 ’

And honey fresh, and Pramman wmesthej
« ^

But venomed was the breac ,
an mix

With drugs of force, -to darken jBtta ,

Soon in the luscious feast themselves they

And drank oblivion of their n;a ” ^ waves,

Instant her circling wand th
receives.

To hogs transforms them, and thesty^^_

* Professor Snyce's Circe" should be ^“origin of

poetry connected with her name. Every one

the Round Goddess of Moon Island.
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Homer’s tale you will observe, con-
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f«“like a fairy story'.old to a child, a tale of

wonder unburthened with any serious thoughts. We pity rom

our hearts the poor wanderers in the midst of their undeserved

troubles, and we rejoice with genuine sympathy when they are

delivered from their misfortune. The story, however, obviously

lends itself to a moral treatment, and it is not surprising that

Plato, Plutarch, and many others should have made an allegory

out of it. This is what our great poet Spenser has done in his

Faery Queen, and we will next read the story as it appears in

the second book of that poem. Here.we read in the form of an

allegory the character of a Christian gentleman as it was con-
ceived by the moralist in the reign of Elizabeth. Sir Guyon, the
hero, has to overcome all the vices which in this poem are
more 01 less personified. Among his adventures he comes
to the abode of an enchantress called Acrasia, the Goddess of
Intemperance. Aided by a oaWr r.„„™ the.
r..],

‘
c

'~\
lueQ by a palmer, Guyon dismantles the

she is mi a
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Sad end (quoth he) of life intemperate
And mourneful meed of joyes delicious •

But, palmer, if it mote thee so aerate
’

Let them returned be unto theirformer state.

Straightway he with his virtuous staffs . ,

And beas, ,be,
Yet being men they did unmanly look,
And staled ghastly

; some for inward shame
And some for wrath, to see their captive dame
But one above the rest in special,

That had an hog been late, highte Grille by name
Refused greatly and did him miscall
That had from hoggish form brought him to natural.

Said Guyon : See the mind of beastly man
That hath so soon forgot the excellence

Of his creation, when he life began,

That now he chooseth with vile difference

To be a beast, and lacke intelligence.

To whom the palmer thus : The dunghill kind

Delights in filth and foule incontinence :

Let Grill be Grill and have his hoggish mind,

But let us hence depart whilst wether serves and wind.”

What a difference between this conception and the earlier

one in the Odyssey ! It is easy to sec that some two thousand

years have elapsed. In Homer there was no conscious moral ,

in Spenser every verse has its moral. T he men subdued b)

Acrasia are not the unfortunate subjects of a misadventure, but

have themselves to thank for their condition, because thc\ have

been transformed into beasts by their intempeiatc lives. A aim

their rescue is not effected by a stroke ot good luck, throu^i t

virtues of the mystic moly, but by the wand of the pa mei

is, by the warnings of religion, lhe last touch en \n^

Let Grill be Grill and have his hoggish mind

is perhaps the furthest removed human
the hog grieves to find himself eleva et

js cyn ical

being again. The comment of the
a t

’

oleranCe of

rather than Christian in spirit, because
v ;ct jm jn spite of

evil rather than a determination to rescue the victim

himSelf
‘
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moral purpose. Comus, according o
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tbey were ;

To roll with pleasure in a sensual sty.

I„ this description, clearly based on Homer's tale and

subsequent allegories, we can see one or two further refinements

of thought. The men are not turned bodily into beasts ,
it

is their face which is transformed. Fancy is here in harmony

with sad fact. Next the men are doubly deceived ;
being

degraded into beasts they know it not but still think they

are fairer than before. We have got very far away from

Homer’s conception now, but Milton has remoulded the ancient

tale into fancies not less beautiful although they carry a more

serious meaning to the thoughtful reader. Having seen the

various modifications which have been made by poets in writing

of the tale of Circe, we can now understand the further import
of this picture which I undertook to make clear. It is an
expression of this fact—that sensuality is not only sin, but a

contemptible mistake. In studying a great picture it is a real

p easure to commit to memory those passages in the poets
which explain the painter's design.

T. G. Roopkr.

The Two Roses.

Translatedfrom the German with the kind permission of the Author

Ernst von Wildenbruch,

By Emeline Steintiial.

Once near a great city in which many rich and poor people
lived, there dwelt a gardener, who possessed a large beautiful

rose garden. Roses grew in it of every colour and every kind.

The gardener understood his business well, and sold his roses

to the people in the city.

Many came and bought—at least the rich people came, for

the gardener asked such high prices for his flowers that the

poor people could not afford to buy them.

There were two roses blooming in the garden more beautiful

than any that had hitherto lived there. The two rose bushes

stood in the same bed, so near to one another that when the

roses bent their heads they could almost touch.

It thus came about that the roses were mutually pleased,

they called each other “ thou,” and although not altogethei alike

in features—one having delicate yellow leaves with a red centre,

the other being snow-white from its outer leaf to its heat t and

although they belonged to different families, they considered

themselves sisters, and trusted one another with all their .Tenet

When they did this such a sweet aroma came from their lips

that the garden around them was filled with delicious pei >

and their tender cooings were so pretty to witness t

^
little beetles, who run busily to and fro on the eai >

stand still, lift themselves up, and say, "See, tie
,

telling each other something. I wonder what it ca
!\ They

What the roses were considering was t eir ^ future
were so young they had no past to speak a

looked to them like a beautiful dream.
heautiful roses

They knew quite well that they "' ere
.* fh^delighted

looks of
in the garden

;
they saw that every day • °


